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Abstract. Confocal microscopy with optical sectioning has revolutionized biological studies by providing sharper
images than conventional optical microscopy. Here, we introduce a fluorescence imaging method with enhanced
resolution and imaging contrast, which can be implemented using a commercial confocal microscope setup. This
approach, called the reversibly switchable photo-imprint microscopy (rsPIM), is based on the switching dynamics
of reversibly switchable fluorophores. When the fluorophores are switched from the bright (ON) state to the dark
(OFF) state, their switching rate carries the information about the local excitation light intensity. In rsPIM, a poly-
nomial function is used to fit the fluorescence signal decay during the transition. The extracted high-order coef-
ficient highlights the signal contribution from the center of the excitation volume, and thus sharpens the resolution
in all dimensions. In particular, out-of-focus signals are greatly blocked for large targets, and thus the image
contrast is considerably enhanced. Notably, since the fluorophores can be cycled between the ON and OFF
states, the whole imaging process can be repeated. RsPIM imaging with enhanced image contrast was dem-
onstrated in both fixed and live cells using a reversibly switchable synthetic dye and a genetically encoded red
fluorescent protein. Since rsPIM does not require the modification of commercial microscope systems, it may
provide a simple and cost-effective solution for subdiffraction imaging of live cells. © 2014 Society of Photo-Optical

Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.19.8.086018]
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1 Introduction
Subdiffraction imaging has opened new possibilities for funda-
mental biological studies.1 With resolutions finer than the
optical diffraction limit, subdiffraction imaging has enabled
the observations of cellular and subcellular structures and proc-
esses which are unresolvable with conventional microscopes.
Generally, subdiffraction techniques fall into two broad catego-
ries: ensemble imaging methods with patterned illumination,
such as stimulated emission depletion microscopy,2 dynamic
saturation optical microscopy,3,4 reversible saturable optical
fluorescence transitions imaging (RESOLFT),5 and structured
illumination microscopy;6 and single-molecule imaging and
localization methods, such as (fluorescence) photoactivation
localization microscopy [(F)PALM]7,8 and stochastic optical
reconstruction microscopy (STORM).9

Recently, we have developed a new subdiffraction imaging
method by integrating the intensity-dependent photobleaching
effect into absorption-based photoacoustic microscopy.10

A lateral resolution of 80 nm has been demonstrated using
photobleaching of gold nanoparticles. The axial resolution
is also improved by effectively removing the out-of-focus signal
contributions. Optical sectioning for large targets, which is
otherwise missing in wide-field detection photoacoustic
microscopy, has been accomplished. More importantly, this
method is generic and can be applied to both fluorescent and

nonfluorescent targets. Following its first demonstration in
photoacoustic imaging, this method has been adopted in fluo-
rescence imaging, including confocal microscopy, two-photon
microscopy, wide-field microscopy, and light-sheet micros-
copy.11–13 However, photobleaching is a nonreversible process
and will inevitably perturb the original contrast. Therefore, pho-
tobleaching-based subdiffraction imaging is not suitable for
biological studies where permanent change is not tolerable.

Instead of permanent photobleaching, reversibly switchable
fluorophores, including reversibly switchable fluorescent pro-
teins (rsFPs) and synthetic dyes, can be switched between fluo-
rescent (ON) and nonfluorescent (OFF) states when illuminated
at appropriate wavelengths.14,15 In recent years, rsFPs, such as
green Dronpa,16 reversibly switchable enhanced green fluores-
cent protein,17 and rsTagRFP,18,19 have been applied to fluores-
cence imaging with enhanced spatial resolution in (F)PALM/
STORM,20–22 RESOLFT,5 and photochromic stochastic optical
fluctuation imaging (pcSOFI).23 They have also been used to
enhance weak signals in optical lock-in detection imaging
(OLID).24 Most recently, two similar techniques, such as
multiphoton deactivation imaging (MPDI) and multiphoton
activation imaging (MPAI),25 were demonstrated on tissue phan-
toms labeled with rsFPs. MPDI and MPAI have dramatically
improved the image contrast, taking advantage of the switching
rate difference of the rsFPs in and out of the optical focus.
However, many of the existing subdiffraction imaging methods
based on rsFPs rely solely on the two extreme ON and OFF
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states, while the switching process, which takes most of the
imaging time, is not utilized. In addition, some of the subdiffrac-
tion imaging methods need to robustly cycle the rsFPs for
hundreds of times, which have limited the choices of usable
fluorophores.5

Here, we propose a simple lossless subdiffraction imaging
method by extending the previous photobleaching-based tech-
niques with rsFPs. We termed this technique “reversibly switch-
able photo-imprint microscopy (rsPIM).” Different from the
other rsFP-based methods, in rsPIM, the resolution enhancement
is achieved by scrutinizing the switching process between the two
extreme states. We have demonstrated that the switching rates of
rsFPs between ON and OFF states strongly depend on the illu-
mination intensity, which enables spatial trimming of the excita-
tion volume to a subdiffraction size. In addition, our results have
shown that optical sectioning can be enhanced by using the
dependence of the switching rate on the axial position. The
major advantage of our method is the technical simplicity,
where a commercial “off-the-shelf” imaging system is used with-
out any engineering modifications. Since no complex illumina-
tion pattern or repeated switching of rsFPs is needed, it has
eliminated the stringent requirements of precise optical align-
ment and robustness of the fluorophores against photobleaching.

2 Principle of Reversibly Switchable
Photo-Imprint Microscopy Imaging

The principle of rsPIM is shown in Fig. 1(a). rsPIM is imple-
mented on a commercial confocal microscope (Olympus
FV1000). When ON-state fluorophores are excited by a
Gaussian beam at the switching-off wavelength, the generated
fluorescence signal is a summation of the contributions from all
fluorophores inside the excitation volume [Fig. 1(a)]. During
the excitation, the fluorophores inside the excitation volume are
switched off at a rate dependent on the spatial distribution of
the local excitation intensity [Fig. 1(a)]. The switching-off
rate typically has a power dependence of one on the excitation
intensity in one-photon absorption, and at least two in two-pho-
ton absorption.13 Therefore, the fluorescence signal in the center
of the excitation volume decays faster than that in the periphery.
As a result, the fluorescence signal decay not only reflects the
excitation intensity profile, but also incorporates the fluorophore
switching-off distribution [Fig. 1(a)], which depends non-
linearly on the local excitation intensity. Fitting the resultant
fluorescence signal decay shows that the fluorophores in the
center contribute more to the high-order coefficients of the poly-
nomial fitting than those in the periphery. Therefore, extracting
the high-order coefficients can sharpen the associated excitation
volume in all dimensions.

For the lateral resolution, the schematic of this concept is
presented in Fig. 1(b). The effective lateral point spread function
(PSF) [Fig. 1(b), right panel] of the system is sharper than the
initial lateral excitation PSF [Fig. 1(b), left panel] by a factor of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2þ bk
p

, where b is the power dependence of the switching-off
rate on the excitation intensity, and k is the order of polynomial
fitting of the signal decay.10 In comparison, the lateral PSF of
confocal microscopy is sharper than the initial excitation PSF by
a factor of

ffiffiffi

2
p

. The detailed mathematic derivations for the res-
olution enhancement in rsPIM can be found in Refs. 10 and 13

In addition to lateral resolution improvement, the nonlinear
nature of the rsPIM signal enhances optical sectioning in
the axial direction, which is of particular interest for large (or
planar) targets. A simple illustration is shown in Fig. 1(c).

Compared with the in-focus fluorophores, the out-of-focus flu-
orophores are less affected during the switching-off process.
Therefore, high-order coefficients extracted from the polyno-
mial fitting of the signal decay will contain few out-of-focus
contributions, and thus will sharpen the optical focal zone.
Like the lateral resolution enhancement, the sectioning strength
of rsPIM is determined by the power dependence of the switch-
ing-off rate on the excitation intensity. For point targets, rsPIM

can improve the axial resolution by a factor of 1∕
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

21∕ð2þbkÞ − 1
p

over conventional microscopy. For large targets, rsPIM can

improve the axial resolution by a factor of 1∕
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

21∕ð1þbkÞ − 1
p

over confocal microscopy.10

3 Experimental Methods
To demonstrate the above principle, rsPIM imaging was per-
formed on fixed cells stained by a reversibly switchable syn-
thetic dye and live cells expressing a genetically encoded red
fluorescent protein. A fluorescent dye Alexa Fluor 647 (AF647)
was first exploited to demonstrate our method on fixed cells.
AF647 is a carbocyanine-based synthetic probe that can be
reversibly switched on and off at 405 and 635 nm, respectively.22

In addition to demonstrating rsPIM with dyes, we further
utilized this technique with genetically encoded rsTagRFP on
live cells. rsTagRFP can be switched on and off at 440 and
570 nm, respectively.26

3.1 Fluorescence Imaging

After the sample was labeled with AF647, fluorescence images
were acquired on an Olympus Fluoview FV1000 microscope
(Olympus America Inc., Center Valley, Pennsylvania)27 with
an oil immersion objective lens (PlanApo, 100×, NA ¼ 1.4,
Nikon Instruments Inc., Melville, New York) [Fig. 1(d)]. For
confocal imaging, a 635-nm continuous wave laser was used
for excitation and switching the dye to the OFF state. The fluo-
rescence light was selected by a 655 to 755 nm barrier filter. A
405-nm continuous wave laser activated the dye to the ON state.
The exposure time for each pixel was 4 μs, and the scanning
step size was 0.07 μm.

For confocal imaging of rsTagRFP, a 460-nm blue laser was
used for switching the proteins to the ON state and a 530-nm
green laser was used for switching the proteins to the OFF
state. A 570 to 625-nm barrier filter selected the fluorescence
light during the switching-off process. The exposure time for
each pixel was 8 μs, and the scanning step size was 0.09 μm.
The other imaging parameters were the same as those used
in AF647 imaging.

For wide-field imaging of rsTagRFP bacterial cells, the sam-
ples were excited by a mercury lamp and imaged by the same oil
immersion objective. Fluorescence images were acquired using
a 512 × 512 pixels charge coupled device camera (DV412-BV,
Andor Technology, United Kingdom). The excitation and emis-
sion filters were the same as those used in the confocal imaging
of rsTagRFP.

3.2 Data Processing for Reversibly Switchable
Photo-Imprint Microscopy

In brief, a simple threshold was first applied to the image to
significantly reduce the processing time. Only the pixels with
a signal decrease of more than 1% during the switching-off were
further processed. At each eligible pixel, the signal decay was
fitted by a polynomial function of 3 deg with not more than 1000
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iterations. The extracted third-order coefficients formed an
rsPIM image, while the un-fitted pixels were set to zero. All
the confocal images acquired during a switching cycle were
averaged and used as a comparison.

In OLID imaging, the averaged signal intensity within the
cell region during three switching cycles was used as the refer-
ence signal. Each pixel was correlated with the reference signal,
and the correlation coefficients formed an OLID image.

All data were processed using MATLAB® R2010b. In par-
ticular, the polynomial fitting of the signal decay in rsPIM was
performed by using the signal processing toolbox. Parallel com-
putation was performed since each pixel was completely inde-
pendent. By using an eight-core computer station at 3.4 GHz,
the total processing time was less than 10 s.

3.3 Cell Staining with Alexa Fluor 647

Slides with NIH 3T3 fibroblast cells adhering to the glass sur-
face were rinsed by phosphate buffered saline (PBS). The slides
were fixed in 4% formaldehyde for 20 min and again washed
with PBS. The cells were permeabilized for 2 min in a buffer
made of 0.5% (v/v) Triton X-100, 3% (w/v) bovine serum albu-
min (BSA) in the PBS. Then blocking was performed by using a
blocking buffer [0.2% (v/v) Triton X-100, 3% (w/v) BSA in
PBS] for 1 h to reduce the nonspecific binding of the antibodies
(Abs). The samples were first incubated with 2 μg∕ml primary
α-tubulin mouse monoclonal Abs for 45 min and washed
with blocking buffer. Then, 2.5 μg∕ml secondary AF647 goat
antimouse Abs was added to the sample for 45 min and washed
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Fig. 1 Characterization of reversibly switchable photo-imprint microscopy (rsPIM). (a) Principle of rsPIM
imaging. Within the diffraction-limited excitation spot, the ON-state fluorophores are switched to the OFF
state, where the switching-off rate (koff) increases linearly with the local excitation intensity. Such inten-
sity dependence results in an inhomogeneous reduction of the fluorescence signal across the excitation
volume, with the center decaying faster than the periphery. By fitting the switching-off dynamics, rsPIM
can sharpen the effective excitation volume, and thus improve the imaging resolution. The whole process
can be repeated by cycling the fluorophores between the ON and OFF states. (b) Illustration of the lateral
resolution enhancement by rsPIM. For the first-order approximation, the effective point spread function
(PSF) is the product of the excitation PSF and the switching-off profile. (c) Illustration of the axial res-
olution enhancement provided by rsPIM. The switching-off rate dependence on the axial position largely
removes the out-of-focus contributions. (d) Schematic of the confocal microcopy. (e) Time course of
Alexa Fluor 647 (AF647) fluorescence signal intensity during three consecutive switching cycles. The
fluorescence was normalized to the starting point of the first cycle. (f) Time courses of the switching-
off dynamics with three representative excitation intensities measured at the backaperture of the objec-
tive. (g) Linear dependence of the switching-off rate on the excitation light intensity.
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with blocking buffer. Next the signal was amplified by using
2.5 μg∕ml tertiary AF647 rabbit antigoat Abs. After staining,
the samples were fixed again. Imaging buffer [10% (w/v) glu-
cose, 0.5 mg/ml glucose oxidase, 40 μg∕ml catalase, 0.7 mg∕ml
cysteamine in Tris-HCl, pH 8.5] was added to the fixed slides.

3.4 Plasmids and Expressing Bacteria

Unless otherwise listed, all cells and molecular biology supplies
were purchased from Life Technologies (Carlsbad, California).
A gene of rsTagRFP was cloned into a pBAD/His-B vector as
the BglII-EcoRI fragment and expressed in an LMG194 bacte-
rial host. Both the prsTagRFP-H2B and prsTagRFP-β-actin
plasmids for mammalian expression were constructed by swap-
ping the rsTagRFP gene for an mTagBFP2 gene in the respective
mTagBFP2 plasmids.28

3.5 Mammalian Cell Culture

NIH 3T3 fibroblast cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified
eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS), 2 mM glutamine, 100 unites∕ml penicillin, and
100 μg∕ml streptomycin. Cells were incubated at 37°C in 5%
CO2 and divided every 72 h.

HeLa epithelial cells were grown to 60%–80% confluency in
DMEM/F12 supplemented with 10% FBS and 50 μg∕ml gen-
tamicin. Cells were transiently transfected with 1 μg∕ml of
plasmids encoding both the prsTagRFP-H2B and prsTagRFP-
β-actin fusion constructs using Lipofectamine 2000 according
to the manufacturer’s directions. Cells were plated on glass
bottom dishes (MatTek Corporation, Ashland, Massachusetts)
24 h after transfection and imaged 48 h post-transfection in
PBS supplied with 1% BSA.

4 Results

4.1 Reversibly Switchable Photo-Imprint Microscopy
with Reversibly Switchable Synthetic Dye

We first investigated the switching dynamics of AF647. A glass
microtube filled with AF647 was repeatedly imaged and cycled
with different light intensities. The fluorescence intensity was
decreased during the excitation at 635 nm (i.e., switching
off), and was robustly recovered after excitation at 405 nm
(i.e., switching on) [Fig. 1(e)]. The fluorescence intensity
decay rate was increased in linear proportion to the excitation
intensity at 635 nm, which suggests a one-photon absorption
process [Figs. 1(f) and 1(g)]. These phantom results laid the
foundations for the subdiffraction imaging by rsPIM.

A sharp edge coated by AF647 was used to quantify the lat-
eral resolution of rsPIM. At each pixel, the signal decay was
fitted by a polynomial function of 3 deg. Here, the optimal poly-
nomial order was largely determined by the available signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR). The extracted third-order coefficients formed
an rsPIM image, while the averaged signal intensity formed a
confocal microscopy image. For both images, the line spread
function (LSF) was extracted from the measured edge-spread
function [Fig. 2(a)]. The full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the LSF suggests a lateral resolution of 230 nm
for confocal microscopy and 130 nm for rsPIM, a 1.7-fold
improvement. Such an improvement was close to the theoretical
value of 1.6 with b ¼ 1 and k ¼ 3. To demonstrate the imaging
performance, confocal microscopy and rsPIM were applied to
image a monolayer of 500-nm diameter densely packed

AF647-stained microbeads [Fig. 2(b)]. The images show that
the microbeads were better resolved by rsPIM, which confirmed
the lateral resolution improvement. In addition to fitting the sig-
nal decaying by a polynomial function, other image processing
methods can also be used to extract the signal contributions from
the central region of the excitation spot. For example, we can fit
the signal decay curve by a set of exponential functions with
different time constants, where the smallest time constants cor-
respond to the signal contributions from the center region.28

The lateral resolution enhancement of rsPIM was further
demonstrated on fixed NIH 3T3 fibroblast cells stained with
AF647-labeled Abs against α-tubulin [Fig. 2(c)]. Both confocal
and rsPIM images were performed with a single switching
cycle. Compared with the confocal microscopy image, the
rsPIM image shows superior resolution in the subcellular
features. Moreover, due to enhanced optical sectioning, the
imaging contrast between the cytoplasm and cell nucleus has
improved 22-fold, from 3.8 in confocal microscopy to 83.3
in rsPIM [Fig. 2(e)].

As a comparison, OLID imaging was also performed with
three switching cycles [Fig. 2(d)]. Compared with the rsPIM
image, the OLID image shows a significantly improved visibil-
ity of the weak signals. However, the imaging contrast between
the cytoplasm and cell nucleus was degraded. Because OLID
calculates the correlation coefficient of each image pixel with
a given reference signal, it selectively boosts the pixels that
resemble the cycling pattern of the reference signal. Here,
it is important to point out that OLID is very powerful for
distinguishing the switching pixels from the nonswitching back-
ground pixels and the simple OLID imaging process performed
here may not be optimized to match the state-of-the-art OLID
technique due to our lack of expertise.29 However, we want to
emphasize that OLID is not as sensitive to the signal switching
rate as rsPIM [Fig. 2(e)].24 Therefore, OLID does not have sub-
diffraction imaging capability.

4.2 Reversibly Switchable Photo-Imprint Microscopy
Using Reversibly Switchable Fluorescent
Protein in Live Cells

Here, we demonstrated the resolution enhancement of rsPIM in
live cells by using rsTagRFP. To study the switching dynamics
of rsTagRFP, streaks of LMG194 bacterial cells expressing
rsTagRFP were imaged with conventional wide-field fluores-
cence microscopy [Fig. 3(a)]. Three switching cycles were per-
formed, and each cycle lasted for 300 s (switching on, 150 s;
switching off, 150 s). After being switched off, about 90%
of the rsTagRFP molecules were switched back to the ON
state, which confirmed the high photostability of rsTagRFP
[Fig. 3(b)]. The switching-off rate of rsTagRFP linearly depends
on the excitation intensity.15 As an example, three representative
regions were intentionally selected in Fig. 3(a), where region B
was believed to be from the focal plane and regions A and C
were from out-of-focus planes, based on the feature blurring
of the three regions. As shown in Fig. 3(c), the switching-off
rates of regions A, B, and C are 0.03 s−1, 0.007 s−1, and
0.015 s−1, respectively, reflecting the excitation intensity
heterogeneity along the axial beam axis.

Taking advantage of this axial dependence of the switching-
off rate, rsPIM can efficiently block the signal contributions
from out-of-focus planes. By fitting the signal decay with poly-
nomial functions, the third-order coefficients can be extracted
which represent signal components with faster decay rates,
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and thus from depths closer to the focal plane. As shown in
Fig. 3(d), compared with conventional microscopy image, the
rsPIM image shows significantly reduced out-of-focus signals.

To further study the rsPIM performance in imaging live cells,
mammalian HeLa cells were transiently transfected with plas-
mids encoding rsTagRFP fusion proteins. Histone H2B in cell
nucleus and β-actin in cytoplasm fused to rsTagRFPwere imaged
by both confocal microscopy and rsPIM.As before, three switch-
ing cycles were performed, and the expressed rsTagRFP in live
cells could be stably switched on and off. The switching dynam-
ics were extracted in the rsPIM. Compared with confocal micros-
copy, the improved resolution of rsPIM is shown by both the
rsTagRFP-H2B [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)] and rsTagRFP-β-actin
[Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)] images. In particular, three neighboring
β-actin fibers can be distinguished in the rsPIM image but not
in the confocal image [Fig. 4(d)]. The mean measured diameter

of the β-actin fiber is about 500 nm, consistent with the litera-
ture.30 Compared with confocal microscopy, autofluorescence
signals from the background were better rejected in the rsPIM,
because they could not be switched off as rsTagRFP.

5 Discussion
RsPIM provides a method for subdiffraction imaging of syn-
thetic or genetically encoded optical switches, and combines
easy implementation on conventional confocal microscopy.
This approach relies on the specific properties of the optical
switches: their fluorescence emission can be switched on and
off, and the switching rates depend on the excitation intensity.
These properties immediately produce four advantages: (1) the
background autofluorescence signals, which typically do not
possess such switching capabilities, and thus can be easily
removed, resulting in improved cell-to-background contrast,

(a) (c)

(b)

(e)
(d)

Normalized signal intensity

Normalized signal intensity

Fig. 2 Lateral resolution enhancement by reversibly switchable photo-imprint microscopy (rsPIM).
(a) The line spread function (LSF) was extracted from the measured edge-spread function of a
sharp edge coated by Alexa Fluor 647 (AF647). Dots: LSF extracted at each pixel; Solid lines:
Gaussian fitting. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the LSF suggests a lateral resolution of
230 nm for confocal microscopy and 130 nm for rsPIM, which is a 1.7-fold improvement.
(b) Confocal microscopy (left) and rsPIM of 500-nm microbeads stained with AF647, where single
beads can be better resolved by rsPIM. (c) Confocal microscopy and rsPIM of the fixed NIH 3T3 fibroblast
cells stained with AF647-labeled Abs against α-tubulin. The rsPIM image shows a better resolution and a
cytoplasm-nucleus contrast than the confocal microscopy image. Right column: close-ups of the dashed
box regions in the left column. (d) Optical lock-in detection imaging (OLID) was performed on the same
sample with three switching cycles. While the image contrast of weak signals was greatly improved
(arrows), OLID was less sensitive to the subtle switching rate difference between the cytoplasm and
cell nucleus. (e) The signal profiles along the dashed lines in (c–d), showing the improvement in lateral
resolution and cytoplasm-nucleus contrast by rsPIM.
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(2) fluorophores in the central region of the excitation volume
are switched off faster than those in the periphery due to the
Gaussian light intensity distribution. Nonlinear signal depend-
ence on the excitation intensity can be extracted from the
switching dynamics, providing enhanced lateral resolution,
(3) similarly, due to the nonuniform axial light intensity distri-
bution, fluorophores in the focal plane are switched off at a
faster rate than those out of focus. Nonlinear fitting of the
switching dynamics can block more out-of-focus signals, and
thus improve the optical sectioning, and (4) the fluorophores
switched off can be switched on at the end of each cycle, result-
ing in lossless imaging. Thus, images can be acquired many
times for longitudinal studies.

Capitalizing on these advantages, rsPIM has achieved subdif-
fraction imaging of reversibly switchable dyes and fluorescent
proteins. This method does not need system modifications to the
existing commercial fluorescence microscopes, and thus can
potentially be adapted by regular cell biological laboratories.
The principle of rsPIM can be transferred to two-photon micros-
copy and the mainstream optical imaging tool for neuroscience
studies. The switching rate has a power dependence of at least
two in two-photon absorption, and two-photon rsPIM should
have a more pronounced resolution improvement over one-
photon rsPIM. Because photoswitching occurs in the excitation
phase of the imaging process, our method can be potentially
applied to photoacoustic microscopy, where the laser-induced
acoustic waves are detected by a focused ultrasonic trans-
ducer.31,32 Since the resolution enhancement gained from the
photoswitching dynamics is complementary to other subdiffrac-
tion mechanisms, the principle of rsPIM has the potential to be
incorporated into other methods to further improve their reso-
lutions.2,6,33 Basically, all reversibly switchable fluorophores
can be used for rsPIM. Particularly, switchable fluorophores
with a strong photobleaching tolerance and short switching

life times are preferred. Since rsPIM mainly needs repeated
scanning and simple mathematic fitting, an add-on function
can be incorporated into the original software of standard
microscopes.

The current rsPIM has two major issues that need to be
addressed in the future. First, the resolution improvement is still
not as significant as that of RESOLFT and (F)PALM/STORM.
With a linear switching rate dependence on the excitation inten-
sity, it will be challenging for rsPIM to achieve a spatial reso-
lution similar to STORM. To address this issue, other switching
dynamics with higher order dependence may help to enhance
the resolution improvement. Alternatively, a higher order poly-
nomial fitting can be used provided there is a sufficient SNR.
Second, the imaging speed is not fast enough for a real-time
dynamic study. The current rsPIM typically completes a switch-
ing cycle in tens to hundreds of seconds, too slow for most bio-
logical dynamic processes. To address this issue, the excitation
intensity can be increased, with the increased risk of permanent
photobleaching. Reducing the field of view or using light-sheet
illumination may also be used to accelerate the imaging speed.

Here, we need to emphasize that rsPIM is a subdiffraction
imaging method with only a moderate improvement in imaging
performance, while simplicity is its most significant feature.
However, it is constructive to compare the rsPIM with other im-
aging methods utilizing rsFPs, which set to improve the spatial
resolution and/or image contrast (Table 1). Compared with
RESOLFT and (F)PALM/STORM, rsPIM has a lower spatial
resolution but less system complexity or data processing.
Compared with OLID, rsPIM can not only block the out-of-
focus signals, but also improve the spatial resolution. However,
rsPIM is less sensitive to weak fluorescence signals than OLID.
Compared with pcSOFI, rsPIM has not only a lower resolution
and longer imaging time, but also less computation intensity.
Compared with MPDI/MPAI, rsPIM should be able to achieve
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Fig. 3 Reversibly switchable photo-imprint microscopy (rsPIM) of live bacterial cells expressing
rsTagRFP. (a) Conventional microscopy image of streaks of LMG194 bacterial cells expressing
rsTagRFP, showing the switching capability of rsTagRFP. (b) Time course of averaged switching dynam-
ics of rsTagRFP for three cycles. (c) Switching-off time courses of rsTagRFP at three representative
regions, where Region B is in focus and Regions A and C are out of focus. It is clear that Region B
has a faster switching rate than Regions A and C. (d) Comparison of conventional microscopy and
rsPIM in optical sectioning. Taking advantage of the inhomogeneous axial excitation intensity distribu-
tion, rsPIM can efficiently block the out-of-focus signals.
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better image contrast enhancement, because MPDI/MPAI is
equivalent to the first-order two-photon rsPIM, although
spatial resolution enhancement has not been demonstrated by
MPDI/MPAI.

In conclusion, we expect that rsPIM will become accessible
to biological laboratories where confocal microscopy or

two-photon microscopy are routinely used. Although the spatial
resolution has not reached that achieved by STORM, with
enhanced resolution and image contrast, rsPIM can be applied
to efficiently image the cellular membranes and organelles,
subcellular cytoskeletal and nuclear structures, large protein
complexes and chromosomes in live mammalian cells.
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Fig. 4 Reversibly switchable photo-imprint microscopy (rsPIM) of live mammalian cells expressing
rsTagRFP. (a) Comparison of confocal microscopy and rsPIM of the HeLa epithelial cells transiently
transfected with the rsTagRFP-H2B fusion. The close-up images show magnified views of the regions
marked by dashed boxes. rsPIM can provide sharper features than confocal microscopy. (b) Signal pro-
files along the dashed lines in the close-up images in (a). (c) Confocal microscopy and rsPIM of the HeLa
cells expressing the rsTagRFP-β-actin fusion. rsPIM images show superior resolution (close-up images)
and efficient elimination of the background autofluorescence signals (arrows). (d) Signal profiles along
the dashed lines in the close-up images in (c), where three neighboring β-actin fibers can be clearly
discerned by rsPIM but not by confocal microscopy. The dashed lines are Gaussian fittings of the signal
profiles, showing an average fiber diameter of ∼500 nm.

Table 1 Comparison of the fluorescence imaging techniques that utilize reversibly switchable photo-imprint microscopy (rsFPs).

Imaging parameter rsPIM RESOLFT5 (F)PALM/STORM7,8,9 OLID24 MPDI/MPAI25 pcSOFI23

Lateral resolution (nm) ∼100–150 ∼30–50 ∼10–50 ∼250 ∼250 ∼80–120

Axial resolution (nm) ∼250 ∼30–600 ∼10–50 ∼400–500 ∼300–400 ∼200–300

Image contrast enhancement High High High Mixeda High High

Speed Low High Low Low High Medium

Excitation power Low Low Low Low High Low

Complexity of imaging setup Low High Low Low Low Low

Intensity of data processing Low Low High Low Low Medium

aHigh for the contrast enhancement between nonswitchable autofluorescence and switchable fluorescence signals, but low for the contrast
enhancement between in-focus and out-of-focus signals.
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